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CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
This examination of the labor supplies of a (winter) seasonal indus-
tr.y, it is hoped, will provide at least partial answers to three questions. 
(1) To what extent is the assumption that short-run, temporary or peak 
increases in job opportunities tend to be filled by secondary workers, 
which appears to be somewhat generally held, a valid assumption for such 
peak demand~ for labor that occur during winter months? (2) How many of 
such secondary workers that help to fill these peak demands for labor 
would probably be available for regular employment? (3) To what extent 
are such jobs filled by primar.y workers who, because of seasonal unem-
ployment in other occupations, l!Dlst attempt to "dovetail11 employments, 
and what are the consequences, in terms of wage differences, of such 
"dovetailing"? 
Richard C. Wilcock has introduced the concepts of the secondary labor 
force and the secondary worker to the literature on the labor force and 
labor markets.l While the terms and the utility of these concepts, sug-
gested by Wilcock are new, the basic facts which gave rise to these con-
cepts are not. It has been long known that some workers move into and out 
,, of the labor force periodically. The general influx of students, house-
'wives, etc., into the labor force in spring and their withdrawal again in 
the fall is commonly referred to by the standard texts in explaining the 
seasonal variations in the size of the labor force. For example, Bloom 
lwilcock, Richard C., "The Secondary labor Force and the Measure-
ment of Unemployment", The Measurement and Behavior of Unemploy-
ment, p. 167 ff.. See also Wilcock, R. C. and Sobel;-I., Labor 
Market Behavior in Nonmetropolitan Areas. 
0 and Northrop state that 
"In July there are usually 3 to 4 million more job seekers 
than in January 1 as students look for work during summer 
vacations and housewives seek jobs in seasonal farm indus-
tries in order to earn extra income •. tt2 
Another writer puts it as follows: 
"The low point (in the size of the labor force) during any 
year comes in January. The high point comes in July when 
the labor force becomes swollen with temporar,r workers (neinly 
students and housewives) who take employment in canneries, on 
construction jobs, .at vacation resorts, and so on.u3 
Woytinsky, whose work is the most coll!Pr.ehensive, refers to those who 
move in and out of the labor force throughout the year as nmarginal 
workersn.4 But it is clear that he regards the extremes of variation in 
the size of the labor force to be due largely to the influx of what he 
describes as the "marginal non-workertt.S 
''Well-established customs increase the suppJ.w" of labor in 
summer1 when demand for labor is~partic~larly great, and re-
duce it in winter.... Many high school boys and girls and 
college students take temporary jobs in the summer. F:5~rs 1 
wives take jobs in canner.ies in the summer and autumn." 
This recognition of xovement into and out of the labor force1 par-
ticularly during the summer months1 has led to so~ interesting, and 
perhaps erroneous, conclusions and assumptions. First of all, there is 
the question which Wilcock tells us Charles D. Stewart has raised, of 
2Bloom, Gordon F., and Northrop, Herbert R., Economics of Labor 
Relations, p. 6 • 
.3Gitlow, Abraham L., Labor Ec~omi.cs and Industrial Relations, p. ~51. 
4woytinsky, W. S. and associates, llmployment and Wages in the United 
States, p. 327. For an explicit statementof the undesirability 
of the term ttmarginal11 to describe such workers, see Wilcock, 
2• ~· .p. 170. 
5ibid., p. 327. 
6·b"d 317 .=....:... ., p. • 
0 "whether enumerators tend to assume that seasonal workers w:Lthdraw from 
the labor market without probing to discover whether they are seeking 
another job •••. n7 As Wilcock's work has sought to demonstrate,S many of 
these secondary workers, particularly in non-urban areas, would be avail-
able for jobs if the jobs were offered in or near their comnnnities .• 
Another assumption seems to be that short-run, tenporar,y or peak job 
'
1opportuni ties particularzy in resort and recreation industries are, for 
the most part, filled by temporar,y entrants to the labor force--those 
whom Wilcock would classify as belonging to the secondary labor force. 
The follol'ling statements by various authors appear to reflect this 
assumption •. 
''It should be kept in mind that in some types of seasonal 
work many persons help to fill the peak demands for labor 
and drop out of the labor market when conditions change. 
Many vacation-time jobs are filled by young persons who re-
turn to school in the fan.n9 
"The extra workers taken on for seasonal peaks in employ-
ment tend to be 'casuals n or part-time workers who enter 
the labor force just to handle 'peak' labor demand. These 
part-time workers are,. :for example, students who take jobs 
as waiters, athletic instructors, etc., at resorts and 
hotels during vacations or accept summer jobs as farm hands, 
in canneries or in construction gangs.nlO 
7Wilcock, Richard o., op. ~., p. 192, footnote 39. 
Bsee footnote 1. 
9mller, Glenn w., Problems of Labor, p. 198. 
10aeder, Melvin w., Labor in Growing Econo&, pp. 4.33-4. 
3. 
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"Sfurmer camps, resorts 1 gas stations, beverage plants and 
farms are manned in part during the peak summer season by 
students, housewives, retired persons, and semi-invalids 
who do not want regular employment but are nevertheless glad 
to earn some extra income in seasonal work.trll 
n •••• some sports flourish in summer and some in winter, va-
cation travel is concentrated in the • short season 1 between 
July 4 and Labor nay, and so it goes. Much' of this {employ-
ment) is taken care of by part-time additions to the labor 
force.t~l2 
Now this assumption concerning summer peak demands for labor is 
probably correct. We are all familiar with the swimming pools and 
'beaches whose jobs are filled by athletic college students, and the sum-
mer restaurants and hotels where the ~tresses, clerks and other help 
are students and local housewives. Certainly, the increase in the size 
of the labor force indicates that it is ver.y'likely correct in m~ other 
·areas where peak demands for labor are experienced during the mnths from 
!May to October. But the assumption is also extended to seasonal peaks ex-
perienced during the winter. Woytinsky 1 in his early work in estimating 
the volume of seasonal unemployment, considered that the "sharp peak in the 
seasonal employment of labor in such industries as retail tradett was, 
largely, filled by 11tenporary workers who disappear from the labor market 
when the active season is over. ul.3 others, since then, have referred to 
these peaks as other instances of employment of "casuals, ul4 and, finally 1 
llKuhn, ,Alf'red, Labor: Institutions ~Economics, p. 495. 
12phelps, Orme, w., Introduction~~ EConomics, 2nd edition, p.l¥!76 
1.3woytinsky, W. s., Seasonal Variations in EmploY!Ilent in the United 
States, (1939) p. 71-2. Also see p:-111, note (ar-and p. 32. 
14Reder, Melvin w., ~· ~· 
4. 
0 one mi.ter makes the statement that "seasonal workers are frequentl;y 
'drawn from the 'reserve' rather than the regular labor force. nl5 
It is very likely that such an assumption has little or no effect on 
total seasonal employment or unenployment figures. The ma.gni tudes in-
volved are too small to have any great significance. However, with re-
~ard to local labor market analysis the magnitudes may have a very real 
significance. 
There seems to be no logical reason to expect this assumption to hold 
for winter seasonal peaks of short-run employment opportunities. From 
Novenher through to February, the overall demand for labor apparently tends 
to fall, -while at the same time seasonal unell!Ployment, which is perhaps 
better described as unenployment due to seasonal layoffs, tends to in-
crease. During most of the same time period (February shows a slight 
increase) the size of the labor force experiences a decline.l6 (See 
Chart I.) These tendencies would appear to be emphasized in areas llhere 
seasonal extremes of temperature cause relatively early layoffs in such 
industries as agriculture, lunbering and construction, particular]¥ if 
these industries represent a substantial proportion of total employment 
in the area. Consequently in such areas the supply of seasona'!h~y unem-
ployed workers seeking dovetailing employments would be increasing at just 
the time when temporary short-term jobs offering such dovetailing oppor-
tunities were opening up. 
15Blo~m, Gordon F., and Northrup, Herbert R., ~· ~., p. 353, 
footnote 5. 
16woytinsky, w. s., et al., Employment ~Wages ~the United 
States, p. 340-41. 
0 
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Naturally, factors operating to offset the tendencies described above 
exist. Probably the most ilr!Portant of these is unelr!Ployment compensation. 
The fact that 110rkers receive such compensation when involuntarily unem-
ployedwould tend~o reduce the volume of workers seeking dovetailing em-
ployment by shifting industries and occupations. Hpwever, it nnst be re-
membered that in the areas which are being discussed and in the area 
covered by the stuqy, maqy of the workers are not in covered employment in 
their regular occupations. Agricultural elr!Ployees, self-elr!Ployed farm 
·operators are not covered by the program. And in rural areas, many 
:workers in other occupations work for small operators whose elr!Ployees are 
not covered in many states. Thus there would still be a substantial 
,, 
anDunt of workers without income during periods of seasonal unenployment. 
Furthermre, the level of benefit payments is generally not so high in m:;~st 
~tates as to act as an ilr!Posing barrier to movement for many workers who 
are covered by the program. 
-
Erom the standpoint of traditional economic theory another factor 
tending to reduce the movement of seasonably unemployed primary workers 
into dovetailing jobs would be an influx of secondary workers into the 
" 
market to meet the demand for labor. To the extent that this occurred, the 
supply c~e of labor would be shifted outward tending, therefore, to de-
press the wage rate. Also, assuming indifference on the part of employers 
as to the selection of primary and secondary workers, since the offer curves 
of secondary workers are likely to be lower than those of primary workers . 
the result would be that the enploynent would go to those making up the 
lower portion of the total supply curve thus excluding most of the primary 
workers. 
0 
0 
The assumption of employer indifference is unlikely to be correct, 
'however. First of all workers with previous work experience, especially 
,,in a related (outdoor) industry, are to be preferred over -w:orkers with 
,little or no work experience. Secondly, the sex of the job-seekers is im-
portant in the selection process. Since most of the pr~ workers are 
likely to be men and the secondar.yworkers entering the market at this time 
are mst likely to be women, 17 the eliiJ?loyers ' choices 'Will depend on the 
nature of the jobs. In the industry to be examined mst of the jobs in-
volve outdoor activity often of a very strenuous nature. 
With respect to wages, it is probable' that workers who dovetail em-
ployment during the winter m:mths do so only at the cost of experiencing 
reduced wages per hour. This appears entirely logical in view of the gen-
eral decline in the demand for labor and the concurrent increase in the 
supply of seasona1P,y unenployed labor which was discussed earlier. Both 
• 
tendencies natur~~uld-have the effect of depressing wage rates. 
Furthermore, evidence does seem to show that irreguJ.ar employments in 
general tend to have lower wage rates than the rates in other occupations .18 
~articularly in view of the labor supply and demand factors discussed above 
this would appear to be especially so for seasonal 'Winter employment. Con-
st!)(luently, it would appear to be proper to expect that. workers who do move 
into dovetailing jobs receive lower wages in their winter occupations. 
l7see Wilcock, Richard c., op. cit., p. 172 ff. 
--
18sbister, Joseph, Economics of the Labor Market, p. 448-50. See 
also Kuhn, Atlre<i, 2•cit. p. 495-6. 
0 
This study examines the labor supplies of a winter recreation industry, 
i.e. the ski industry in Vermont., This industry offers the kind of short-
run job opportunities during the winter months that have been discussed. 
The active season, generally, runs from early December to late March--a 
period of about fifteen weeks. Some concerns in the xoore northern part 
of the state are able to continue operations into April~ But only rarely, 
if at all, does the season extend beyond eighteen weeks. There are relative-
.1 
1y few jobs in the industry that require highly specialized skills or 
skills peculiar to the industry. Most of the jobs involve work on the 
trails and lift facilities and in the ski repair shops and parking lots. 
Other jobs are in the offices and restaurants. The nature of such jobs 
would .seem to present no great obstacles to movement of seasonably vn-
enployed workers. 
Before discussing the procedures used in the study a few definitions 
V(Ould be in order. 
Ski Area. The term ski area or ski center is used to refer to a set 
of ski facilities owned (or leased) and operated by a single business en-
terprise in a certain location or adjacent location (as at Stowe). This 
conforms to the usual use of the term in the industry. 
Major ~ ,Areas ~ Minor (~ ~) Ski Areas. This differentiation 
between areas is made on the basis of the lift facilities at the areas. 
Those with cable-type lifts are designated as major areas while those vd th 
rppe-tow lifts are called small~· This is somewhat arbitrary since, 
o. 
0 lin some instances, (though not in Vermont), areas with multiple rope-tows 
offer skiing comparable to some areas with cable lifts. However, this is 
\not the usual case and the distinction conforms to that made in a study of 
:ski facilities made by the Vermont Development Commission in 1947-48.19 
The procedures used in making the study were as follows: 
1. In the fall of 1960 letters were sent to the managers of the 
twenty-one major ski areas in Vermnt requesting intemews. Interviews 
were obtained at twenty of these areas. With one exception these in-
terviews were conducted before the onset of the winter snows and the be-
ginning of the siding season. ~t the interviews the managers were asked 
for information about their facilities, for financial information and for 
information about their employment and perso~el practices. 
2. A questionnaire (see Appendix A) was drawn up for distribution 
to· the employees of the ski areas. The managers t cooperation in the dis-
tribution of the questionnaires was enlisted at time of the interviews. 
The~e questionnaires were distributed with a self-stamped, self-addressed 
envelope for return to the authpr. ~hey were distributed at the time e~ 
ployees received their weekly pay check. They we're anonymous, and they 
could bhen be filled out and mailed at the employees' leisure. 
A slight problem was experienced here. It had been planned to have 
the questionnaires sent to the areas for distribution during the middle 
19vermont Ski Fa~ilities 1947-1948, Vermont Development Commission, 
(minsographed), p. 1. 
of the season--in February, the peak month. Due to the vagaries of the 
weather, however, the season appeared to be over in tha,t m:mth. Rains 
and thaws laid the trails and slopes bare and, in fact, some areas were 
forced to· close operations entirelY. Snow, fortunately for the operators 
and the study, returned in March to restore operations and employment, and 
the questionnaires were able to be distributed during that month. 
3. Pertinent information regarding e~ployment in other industries 
in Vermont was obtained from the Research and Statistics Department of 
the Vermont Unemployment Compensation Commission and other r.elevant in-
formation regarding the sld. industry was furnished by the Vermont 
Development Commission. 
10. 
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CHAPTER II 
The Developm:mt and Growth of Skiing 
Skiing as a recreational activity is a relatively young sport. 
Originally, as the case with so many kinds of ·equipment current~ used 
for sport activities, the ski had a ver,r practical use as a means of 
locomotion over w.i.nter snows. Some writers trace i t.s use fa:r back to 
prehistoric times in Sca.ndinavia.-20 As a means of travel in w.i.nter slds 
were llidely used by the inhabitants of this far northern area. It is, 
perhaps, not inconceivable that our American Indians were "introduced" to 
the ski by the Vikings. At a.ny rate, the "Norwegian snowshoes," as sld.s 
were called, were adopted by many individuals in the United States during 
the nineteenth centuey as a means of winter travel. 
Probably the most fanDus of these "ski-travelerstt was Jon "Snow-
shoe" Tho~on)l who used slds to deliver mail and other items to numerous 
towns in the high Sierras throughout the winter months and whose exploits 
in acconplisbing these tasks border on the fantastic. 21 
Skiing as a competitive sport in the United states developed along 
logical lines. Cross-country ski races were held in the nineteenth cen-
tuey am:mg those who used their slds for practical travel purposes. Ski-
jllll!Ping was the next event, developed earlier in the Scandinavian countries. 
Alpine events, downhill and slalom racing, came lllllch later. Although sld.-
' 
ing in this country received a boost from the holding of the 19.32 Winter· 
20Encyclopedia Britannica (1957) Vol. 20, p. 749. 
21Felton, Frank, ''.rhe Paul Bunyan of the High Sierras, n ~Magazine, 
November, .1959. 
11. 
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Olympic games at Lake Placid, New York, the official program did not in-
clude these latter events.22 FQr these to develop to the status of cross-
country racing and junping, and for skiing to grow as a general recrea-
tional activity, the development of 11uphill" facilities was required since 
relatively few were willing to spend hours climbing a snow-covered moun-
tain-side for a downhill run that, though highly exhilarating, lasted no 
·more than a few minutes. 
The required uphill facilities came in the 1930's• The first "rope-
tow, a rather crude facility (but Jin in wide use) was pui:; into operation 
in 1934 at Woodstock, Verm:mt. Thereafter, rope-tows were to be found in 
increasing numbers on New England hillsides.23 In 1937, the Union Pacific 
Railroad installed a chair lift as Sun Valley, Idaho, the beginning of its 
program of development of that now faJOOus winter recreation area. 24 In 
1940, the Mount Mansfield Coll!Pany began operating its newly installed chair 
lift at Stowe, Verroont. 25 At Cannon Mountain in Franconia, New Hampshire 
an aerial tramway was erected, a type of lift often found in Europe's Alps. 
World War II interrupted the expansionary developments that were tak-
~ng place across the nation, but after the war•s end they began again. 
22carroll, George, "It All started i.n 1932, II ~Magazine, Feb. 1960. 
23"The u.s. on Skis:" ~Magazine, Feb. 9, 1959. 
2~bmd. 
-
25Bottomley, James w., Economic Aspects of Recreational Development 
in Stowe, Vermont, Vermont DevelOpment Commission, 
(mimeographed), p.2. 
12 .... 
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In the postwar period the growth of the sldimmarket· has been ex-
tremely rppid. Table 1 indicates the growth, as determined by one 
source,26 over a twelve-year period. 
Table 1 
Growth of the American Skiing Market 
Year (Winter) Number ~ Skiers To Increasea) 
1949-50 1,400,000 
l95o-51 1,600,000 14.3 
1951-52 1,800,000 12.5 
1952-53 1,900,000 5.5 
1953-54 2,ooo,ooo 5.3 
1954-55 ~,125,000 6.3 
1955-56 2,300,000 8.2 
1956-57 2,500,000 8.7 
1957-58 2,725,000 9.0 
1958-59 3,200,000 17.4 
1959-60 3,5oo,ooo 9.4 
1960-61 3,715,000 7.9 
a) Percentage figures are rounded to nearest tenth. 
Figures for 1946-1949 not available. S:->ur~s--: 
Source: SKIING Publishing Company, Denver, Colo. 
This growth in the market over this period precipitated a tremendous 
growth in skiing facilities from Maine to California. In Maine, eight 
major ski centers have been developed duringthis period.27 The state of 
26The figures showing the growth of the market are subject to some 
controversy. Apparently the controversy involves who is to be 
counted as a "skier". The sourc.e cited in the table has been 
criticized for counting those who own or have bought skis even 
though many may never attend any recognized ski area. Although 
other sources would revise the figures in the table dowmrard 
(see 11Ski Industry Newsletteru Vol. 2, No. 5, January 9, 1961, 
published by Ski Magazine for distribution to the industry), 
most seem to oeiii agreement on an average rate of growth of 
8% to 10% per year.. 
27~ ~Times, Dec. 11, 1960, Vacation Travel Section. 
0 
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New York spent $2.5 million to develop its major center of ski operations 
at "Whiteface Yountain.28 To stage the 1960 Winter Ozynpic Games at Squaw 
Valley in California l4 million dollars were spent in the development of 
this area by the §tate of California, the Federal Government and private 
interests.29 
Currently major skiing areas are operating in 25 states including 
Alaska.3° And these facilities are to be found in such relatively flat-
~and states as Michigan, and Wisconsin and as far south as Virginia, New 
Mexico, and Arizona)l Even the state of Tennessee will, next 'Winter, 
have a major ski area at Gdtlinburg, estimated to cost 2 million dollars)2 
28Burton, Hal, ''Whi tefacen, §!£ Magazine, Nov., 1957. 
29uThe u.s. on Skis 11 , ~Magazine, Feb. 9, 1959 • 
.3°111961 Area Directoryn, §!!~:Magazine, Dec. 1960. 
3~bmd. 
-
32Eastern ~Bulletin, u.s. Eastern Amateur Ski Association, p. 20. 
0 CHAPTER III 
The Sld. Industry in Vermont 
While the expansion of the siding market and of the sld. industry 
has been nation-wide, New England and the Middle Atlantic States are 
genera.J.zy considered current~ to be the largest part of the sld. mar-
ket and to have experienced the greatest growth. It has been estimated 
that from one-fourth to over two-fifths of the total number of skiers are 
·concentrated in this market area.33 While 1r1ajor ski areas are to be found 
in most of the states in this area the market is, for the nost part, ser-
v:iced by the facilities in New England and New York. And, by far the 
greatest concentration of facilities, overall, is to be found in Vermont. 
Other states may advertize a greater number of ski areas, as the state of 
New York did throughout the winter of 196o-61,34 but the.facilities, in 
terms of lifts, trails, terrain and, particularly, vertical accent of 
litts and descent from summit to base, do not compare with those offered 
in the Green Mountains. In the northern part of the state, at stm'le, 
Verm:mt is a complex of facilities which compare with the m:>st renowned 
of winter resort areas in the world such as St. Moritz, Cortina, Arosa, 
or Aspen. And, in fact, Stowe has a world--wide reputation. · In the 
southern part of the state, an area advertises itself, somewhat imnodest~ 
perhaps,. as 11The Worldts Largest Ski Arean_3.5 While this claim may be a 
33Information obtained from publishers of Ski Magazine, and 
Skiing Magazine. -
34see New York Times (Sunday) Vacation Travel Sections, Dec., 1960 
-:mlrough Feb., 1961. 
3.51961 advertising folder of MT. Snow Development Corporation. 
15,_. 
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bit of exaggeration or trpuffing", the area is certainly amng the world's 
,largest. In addition to these two, there are many other major areas . 
throughout the state, somewhat smaJ.ler but with excellent facilities. 
!And it is to a study of the development and present character of the ski 
industry in this state to which we shall now turn. 
Jn the winter of 1947-48, the Research and Planning Division of the 
Vermont Developnent Commission conducted a survey of Vermnt ski facili-
ties.36 This survey listed 54 ski areas in operation in the state. How-
ever, 47 of these areas, or 87 percent of the total, were small areas 
with rope-tow lift facilities. Only 7 of the 54 areas, or 13 percent, 
1fere classified as major areas 1fi th one or another kind of cable-type 
lift facility. At the beginning of the past winter season, the Ver100nt 
Development Commdssion listed 31 areas in operation.37 Thus, the total 
nuniber of areas had declined. However, 21 of these areas, or 67.7 per-
cent of the total, were major areas with one or :roore cable-type lifts. 
Rope-tow areas now comprise a minority (32.3 percent) of the total num-
ber of areas and are, for the most part, local operations serving a par-
~icuJ.ar comnuni ty or private sld club. 
Since rope-tow areas play such a minor role in the industry in 
Vermont, and emplo~nt at these areas constitutes a negligible proportion 
36vermont ~Facilities 1947-1948, Vermont Development Commission, 
(mimeographed). 37~ Verm:>nt, advertising folder of the Vermont Developzoont 
Commission. 
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of total employment by the industry they have been excluded from this • 
study. (As already mentioned, these areas are, frequently, conmunity 
or private sld. club operations, and these are often staffed by volunteers). 
Table 2 compares the present facilities in the state with those of 
'1947-1948. 
Table 2 
Comparison of Vermont Major Ski Facilities 
1947-48 and 1960-61 
No. of Major Areas 
No. of lifts (cable-type) 
Length of lifts (feet) 
Capaeity of lifts (persons/hour) 
Vertical ascent of lifts (feet) 
•' 
1947-1948 
7 
10 
27,380 
6,180 
9,120 
1960-1961 
2oa) 
60 
179,068 
51,170 
46,940 
a) One major area not contacted not included. 
Source: Vermont Ski Facilities 1947-1948 and information ob-
tained !'rom managers o!' ski areas during winter 1960-61. 
Over this period of thirteen years, the number of mjor areas has 
tripled while the total nunber of cable-type lifts has increased six-fold. 
The length of these fac~lities now is about thirty-four miles, more than 
six times the length of the 1947-48 total. Whereas, in 1947-48, the total 
v;ertical rise of lifts was less than 2 miles, the current facilities have 
vertical ascents that total almost 9 miles. Probably the most signifi-
cant indication of the growth of the ihdustry is to be found in the capa-
city figures which show an increase of more than eight times the 1947-48 
total. 
Table 3 shows a breakdown of the types of facilities at the major 
Verm:mt sld. areas. 
J.l. ~ 
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Table .3 
Facilities at 2oa) Major Ver.rr.ont Ski Areas 
Total Total Total 
Type of !ii.ft Number Length Capacity /hour Vertical 
(feet) (persons) Ascent 
(feet) 
.Gondola l 9,.300 600 2,400 
'Single Chair .3 12,650 1,5.30 4,110 
Double Chair 15 67,988 15,460 17,695 
T-Bar 12 26,900 11,890 6,9.38 
tJ-Bar 7 12,150 6,020 2,862 
Pomalift 21 48,680 15,.370 12,6.35 
Other l 1,400 300 .300 
Totals 00' 179,668 $1,170 46,9li0 
(.3.3 .9 mi.) (8.9 mi.) 
~)One area not contacted not included. 
Source: Information supplied by managers of ski areas. 
The facilities in use range from the rather elaborate 11gondola, 11 in 
use at one area, llhich carries three· passengers enclosed in each car1-
which cars attach to the cable at the base and detach from it at the summit, 
to a rather elderly Alpine lift in use at another area, which pulls the 
skier uphill on his skis by means of a disc-type device which is perma-
nently attached to a cable. The most lfidel:y used lift ~in use at ll areas) 
is the Pomalift, a device similar to that above but mre efficient and 
the mst inexpensive of the cable lifts to install. The T-Bar, somewhat 
similar to the Pomalift in its method of uphill transport, carries two 
skiers at a time and is somewhat mre expensive but is also in rather ex-
t,ensive use (9 areas). The single-chair lifts, which were am:mg the first 
of the cable-type lifts, have been installed at only .3 areas because of 
the development of the double-chair lift, a nore efficient device, which 
has the added advantage of offering the skier company on his journey to 
the summit. Though these are somewhat expensive instaJJ.ations they are 
able to be used in the off-season, particular4'" in the sumner, to carry 
'18 
0 sightseeing tourists to the summits. Thus their increased cost is offset 
'by the increased period of revenue-producing operation. (This also applies 
to the gondola lift). There are 15 of these currently operating at 6 Ver-
m:>nt muntain areas. 
Excluding rope-tow facilities from consideration, fourteen areas have 
2. or more cable lifts to serve their slopes and trails; eight areas have 3 
or more; six have 4 or more lifts; and one area has as many as 8 cable-
type lift facilities. 
The ownership of the 20 major ski areas is shown in Table 4. 
Table 4 
Ownership £! gg_ Major Vermont ~ Areas 
Corporations 
Partnerships 
Propri~torships 
otherbJ 
a) Includes one Comnunity Service Corporation. 
b) One area armed by private educational in-
stitution. 
Source: Information supplied by llla.Ilagers of 
ski areas. 
The use of the corporate form has accompanied the growth of ski 
areas. Whereas, in 1947-48 only 27 percent of all areas (54 at that 
time) were incorporated,38 now the sixteen major areas which are incor-
porated account for 51.6 percent of all39 areas. 
38vern:ont ~ Facilitie§ 1947-1948, p.6. 
39Actually the percentage may be considerably higher. No determina-
tion of the ownership of rope-tow areas was made. Some, perhaps 
a majority, may very well be cooporately owned • .m1''-~urally the percentage of cooporately-owned major areas isj.HJ:gfi, 75 percent, 
but this is to be expected for major areas. 
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0 At the beginning of the winter·season 1960-61, the total value of 
assets of the twenty major ski areas in Vermont was $8;811,700.4° Fixed 
1
assets represented apJ?roximateJ.y 83 percent of this total, amounting to 
,,$7~312,400.41 This appears entirely logical in view of the fact that ski 
area operations involve the extensive use of land (either owned or leased), 
buildings and lift equipment, most of the latter two being of relatively 
recent installation. 
The income of ski area operators for 1959-60 was estimated by the 
Vermont Development Commission to be 20 percent greater than the'previous 
year's figure. The actual figures given by the Commission, within which 
income was expected to fall, were between $3.8 million and $4.5 million. 42 
According to data obtained from the operators, the actual income of all 
the major areas included in the study was $4.1 million for the 1959-60 
season. Unfortunately, some operators were reluctant to disclose complete 
financial information, one of these being one of the larger areas. Since 
this data was not av~J.able from other sources and estimates had to be made 
for these areas, the income figure cann~t be given more precisely.43 
. 
40-41These figures were arrived at as a result of information sup-
. plied by the operators of J.3 areas, data supplied by the Vermont 
Department of state for 4 other areas, and estimates for the re-
maining 3 areas. Those for which estimates had to be made are 
among the smaller of the major areas and the total amount esti-
·mated represents only 1.5 percent of the total value of assets. 
42Analysis of Vermont's Ski Business, Winter 1959-60, Vermont 
DeveloPir;nt Commission, (mimeographed). - -
43This figure contains a high degree ~f estimation since one of the 
areas which refused to disclose such data (despite assurances 
that the data would be confidential) was the second largest in 
the state in terms of total assets. Asset figures were avail-
able from the Department'of State b~t income figUres were not 
available. Therefore, estimates had to be ·made for this area 
and for 4 other areas. The percentage of estimation in the 
total income figure is 19 percent. However, it is still probably 
a fairly close approximation to the actual facts. 
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0 Before passing from these aspects of the ski industr,y in Ve~mont, it 
may be interesting to compare the figures for Vermont's facilities with 
some estimates for facilities in New England as a whole, made in another 
·study. 
In this study44 it was estimated that total ope;-ating income for all 
New England areas was between $6.7 million and $9.6 million, although at 
I 
one point the lower figure is regarded as more correct, the higher figure 
;is also suggested as "reasonable.n45 If, as seems likely, the lower 
figure is more correct, for the season 1959-60 the Vermont ski areas 
accounted for over 61 percent of all New England sld area income. If the 
higher figure is used the Ver100nt share is reduced to a little less than 
44 percent. Either way the significance of Vermont areas in the industry 
in New England is indicated. However, the higher figure for total New 
England ski area income seems quite excessive due to the method of estima-
tion which assumed that about the S'ame percentage of the ski areas in 
~ew England states other than VerlllOnt were major ski areas, as is the case 
in Vermont, i.e., about two-thirds (see above). The 1961 Area Directory 
published in ~ ~ magazine46 lists 42 ski areas in other New England 
states of which only 211or 50 percent 1can be classified as major areas. 
Moreover, marr,r of these areas do not offer the ascent and descent facilities 
. . 
44sissener, Jan U., The Ski Lift Business in New England, Federal 
Reserve Bank ResearcnReport No. 11. - -
45ibid~, p. 51. However, .it must be noted that the author sug-
---g'ests here that the figures "not be t~en too seriously". 
46see footnote 30. 
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0 ~f even the smaller major areas in Verinont. Thus it seems probable that' 
Vermmt areas account for from 50 percent to 60 percent of the ski in-
dustry's income in New England. 
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0 CHAPTER IV 
Seasonal Elements in Vermont E)nployment 
I£ extremes of temperature and weather are i111p0rtant factors in the 
·extent of seasonal unel!I>loyzrent,47 VerJOOnt would appear to be an area 
which should be high~ affected. The average annual snowfall over the 
state as a whole varies from about 60 inches to 220 inches.48 The depths 
. 
to which the thermometer falls during the winter months are quite extreme. 
Temperatures of -35 degrees have been experienced by the author on at 
2east three occasions over the past three years and below zero readings 
are rather common occurrences during the JOOnths from December to March. 
While the old saying that 1rverJOOnt has on~ two seasons, Ju:cy and winter," 
somewhat exaggerates the case, the fact is that winter comes ear~ in 
November and stays until late in April. Consequent~, activities affected 
by the weather can be expected to produce considerable amounts of seasonal 
unel!I>loyment. 
Agricultural activities will receive first consideration. According 
to estimates made by the Vermont Department of Employment Security, based 
on the Bureau of the Census• 1959 Census of Agricu2ture, there are 10 thou-
sand i'arm operators in the state and VerJOOnt £arms employ 18 thousand to 
ZO thousand workers. Of these agricultural employees, 20 thousand are 
11hired hands" employed on a "year-round" basis, and the rest are employed 
47sultan, Paul, Labor Economics, p. 504. 
48Sissener, Jan W., 2E_. ~., Appendix B, p. 59. 
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0 for seasonal work.49 Classification of •year-round" workers was made on 
'the basis of having trworked 150 days or more in the calendar yearn. 50 
Conseq,uent:cy-, assuming Du.coff's statement that n ••• only 15 percent of all 
hired farm workers are employed for the full year at farm wage workn5l 
to hold true for vermont, there would be only from 2700 to 3000 farm 
workers employed for the full year. If', in order to understate rather 
than overstate the situation, :E:_ seasona!Jlly employed workers are assunsd 
:to be secondary workers, then agricultural activity in the state produces 
unenploynsnt for 7000 to 7300 primary workers during the year, usually 
during the winter mnths. Since farm wages are substantially lower than 
industrial wa.ges52 and the unemployment compensation program does not • 
cover such workers it would appear to be unlikely that any significant 
nuni>er of these workers would withdraw from the labor force during these 
periods of layoff. 
To their number IllllSt be added the farm operators who are available 
for non-farm work during periods of low farm activity. Ducoff reported 
~hat u ••• in the year 1949 •.•• 14 percent of all farm' operators reported 
49 Agricultural Erpplo~~ Estimates, published in mimeographed form 
by the Researcli statistics Division of the Department of 
Employment Security, Verm:mt Unemployment Compensation Com-
mission. (March, 1961). 
50·b·d 
'l. l. • 
-
5lnucof£, Louis J., "Employment in Agriculture,u in Woytinsky, 
et. al •. , £E.• cit., Chap • .30, p. 319. 
52nucof£, Louis J., "Wages in Agriculture, n in Woytinsky, et. al., 
~· ~., Ch~P· 4?• • 
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0 '' some non-! arm work, though !arming was their main occupation. ,,53 Applying 
this percentage to the nuni>er of farm operators in Verm:mt would mean that 
1400 farm operators seek non-farm work during the year, again usua.lly dur-
ing the w.i.nter months. 
If, now, we look at non-agricultural employment in the state (see 
Appendices B, c, D) the significance of contract construction in seasonal 
-variations may be observed. 
Non-manufacturing industries throughout the period 1958-60 account 
Jor the greatest part of seasonal declines in employment. In fact, except 
:for the year 1959, manufacturing employment during the months of January 
'to March was close to or above the annual m:mthly average. The 1959 si tua-
tion, however, was caused by a substantial increase in manufacturing e~ 
ployment that took place later in the year .54 
Table 5 indicates the deviations !rom the annual mnthly average in 
non-manufacturing employment during the mnths from January to March. 
Table 2. 
January-March Deviations Below Annual Monthly Average In 
Non-Manufacturing Employment!!! Vermont, l95S:l960-
January 
February 
March 
1958 
-3650 
-4450 
-4250 
Source: Appendices B, c, D 
1959 
-3Brni 
-4450 
-4500 
l96o 
-~ 
-4700 
-4700 
53nucoff, Louis J., ~· ~., Chap. 30, p. 372. 
54see Vermnt Labor Newsletter, January, 1961, issued by Dept. of 
EmPlOyment Security, Vermont Unemployment Compensation Commission. 
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The significance of contract construction as a component of this de-
viation from the annual ·m:mthly average of non-manufacturing employment 
may be seen in Table 6. 
Table 6 ..;...__-
Janu~-March Deviations Below Annual Monthly Average !!! 
Conract Construction Employment !!: Vermont, 195e:l960 
January 
February 
March 
1958 
-1650 
-2200 
-2000 
Source: Appendices B, C, D. 
1959 
-1450 
-2200 
-2200 
1960 
-
-1550 
-1950 
-2000 
Contract construction alone accounts for a substantial amount of the 
deviation. The decline (below annual mnthly average) in this category 
of employment accounts for 38 percent of the decline of non-manufacturing 
emp~oynent in January, 1959. The percentage ranges upward for the other 
months to a high of 4 7 percent of the decline from the annual mnthly av-
erage in non-manufacturing employment in the months of February, 1958, 
and the same month in 1959. 
Since, in contraction construction, such deviations can be expected 
to represent layoffs of primary workers it would appear to be safe to in-
.fer that a substantial number of such workers would be seeking dovetailing 
'employment during the winter months. 
Other industries also exhibit deviations during the winter months. 
The amount of such deviations from the annual monthly average in trade 
is shown in Table 7. 
•• 
Table 1 
January-March Deviations Below Annual Montf! Average ~ 
Trade Employnent In Vermont, 195 1900 
19.58 19.59 1960 
January =miT =9W -IS;cr 
February -850 -n5o -2250 
March -850 -1000 -2050 
Source: Appendices B, c, D 
Obviously in this industry, cyclical factors play an iJI!Portant part in 
the extent of uneJI!Ployment. · Nevertheless, seasonal layoffs during the vr.i.n-
1ter months do take place and there are not simply layoffs of so-called 
"temporary help, (or m:>re precisely, secondary workers) hired for the 
~christmas season, " but layoffs of primary workers. 
The category of Services and 'Miscellaneous also shows a substantial 
amount of variation during the winter months. However, this is mostly 
accounted for by Hotels, Motels, CaJI!Ps, and similar establishments • Since 
.many of the large number of workers hired by these groups during the SUliiller 
season are, most probably, secondary workers who withdraw from the labor 
£orce when the season is over, using the deviations from the annual month-
J.y average would not give any indication of the number of seasonably unem-
:ployed primary workers. Therefore, no account will be made of such varia-
tiona in this category. 
From this ~scussion of the major categories of seasonal unemployment, 
it would appear to be a conservative estimate that upwards of 11 thousand 
workers in Vermont during the winter m:mths can be considered to be primary 
0 workers1 seasonaJily unenployed, who could be expected to remain in the labor 
force seeking employment during the period of' layoff'. It is recognized 
that the method for estimating these numbers is not the most precise. 
However, since such unemployment u ••• can by its nature be measured only 
roughly, COJl!Plicated mathematical calculations hardly seem justif'iedtt. 55 
,And, in any case, the figure arrived at most likely understates the actual 
amount. 
It is not meant to imply that a total of' 11 thousand workers join the 
unemployed all during the winter. Some are unemployed only for brief' per-
iods until dovetailing jobs are begun; some are not unemployed at all, 
moving to their other jobs immediately. During the winter of 1959-60 
.the total a100unt of' unemployment in Vermont reached no higher than 8300 
werkers .56 Consequently, on th~ basis of an estimate this would mean 
that at least 25 percent of these season~y unemployed primar,rworkers 
moved into dovetailing eJ1!Ployment.. It is the author's contention that 
to the extent that dovetailing job opportunities are available most 
seasonably unemployed workers will move into them, contrary to the -ob-
servation of' the late Professor &-sn:clit.er:· that "Seasonal slacks may be 
one of the attractions of' the job ••• The workers may spen~ their rune~ 
ployed' time in Miami drawing unemployment benef_its, .as a number of' states 
have found out ••• for many (and probably most) seasonal workers, seasonai 
unemployment comes closer to being a vac~tion than true involuntary idleness. o57 
55woytinsky, W. S., Seasonal Variations in Employment in the United 
5A- states' p. 14. - - -
~ernont Labor Market Newsletter, April, 1960. . 
57Slilalite:n,Fl', Sumner L., "Comment on Papers on ])nployment and :Employ-
ment f:i:guresJ1 Review ~Economic Statistics, February, 1950, 
p. 75. Quoted in Sultan, Paul, 2• ~·~ p. 505. 
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In the next chapter the characteristics of the labor supplies of a 
seasonal industr,y, of relatively recent growth (see Chapter III), which 
offers such dovetailing enployment will be examined. 
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0 CHAPTER V 
Characteristics of the Labor Supplies of 
the ~ rii<fu~ ~ Verm:mt -
Before the beginning of the 1960-61 winter ski season, and during 
the season., interviews were obtained with the managers of the twenty 
major ski areas in Vernx:mt included in this study. In addition to other 
information re~uested., some of which is discussed in Ch~pter III., the 
managers were asked to supply information about the numbers of workers 
1 employed during 1959-60 and about the numbers they planned to employ dur-
ing the 1960-61 season. 
The total volume of employment during the 1959-60 season was 1114 at 
eighteen areas. One area was not in operation until 1960-61 and another 
had been a rope-tow area that had been purchased by a new corporation and 
was being~anded to a major area for operation during the 1960-61 
season. 
Only 228 of these l:J.l4 workers, or approximately 21 percent, were 
year-round workers permanently employed by the organizations in the indus-
try. The rest, 886 workers, were employed only during the winter :nxmths. 
Of the total of 1114 workers, 402 were hired for part-time work, us-
ually just for weekends, and 712 were regular full-time errployees. 
According to the information supplied by the managers, this total of 
lll4 was the 11norma.l11 work force during the season. Upon occasion, if a 
particular weekend turned out to be llDlch greater than "nor:mal u expecta-
tions, additional part-time h~lp would be employed. By the same token, 
some part-time help would ~ be errployed if a weekend were exceptionally 
poor. But, on the whole, over the winter season 1114 full and part-time 
errployees were on their payrolls. 
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0 Payroll figures were estimated to amount to about $41,350 weekly dur-
ing the season. Using 15 weeks as the basis fo~ calculation, this meant 
that winter payroll payments for 1959-60 totalled over $620,000. 
Some of the eighteen areas planned some expansion for the 1960-61 
vr.inter season and, as mentioned, one new area began operations and another 
~major area began to operate where a rope-tow facility had existed before. 
1These two areas planned to use a total of 19 workers. With the plans of 
other areas, the number of workers employed during the l960-61 season by 
the industry was expected to be 1202 at twenty areas. 
The managers expected to employ 770 full-time workers and 427 part-
·time workers during the season. Of the total of l202 workers, 269 (22 
percent) w0uld be employed on a year-round basis, while 933 workers were 
expected to be employed during the winter season only. 
Weekly payroll payments were expected to be higher by about $5000. 
Consequently, the total winter payroll for the 1960-61 season by the in-
.dustry was expected to be in the neighborhood of $695,ooo. 
These plans and expectations were probably not realized. The snow 
that Nature usually drops on Vermmt mountainsides was, this past winter, 
dumped instead on southern New England cities and the cities of the 
Atlantic seaboard, much to the chagrin of the inhabitants of those cities 
and of the operators of the ski areas. Even though snow in abundant 
quantities came in March and April, the result was a disappointing year 
for the ski industry. 
The Federal Reserve index of New England Ski Area Lodging facilities 
"registered a cumulative drop of 9 percent i'rom last yearn i'or the 
3J 
0 1960-61 season.58 The probabilities are that the decline was somewhat 
1greater for Vermont.59 It seems unlikely, therefore, that the plans for 
increased employment could be put into effect. 
The managers were also asked if difficulties had been experienced in 
securing employees. It was expected that, in view of the labor market in 
which they operated, the replies would be negative. As expected, the 
managers of 19 areas stated that there were no problems involved in se-
curing full-time employees at their going wages. One ~nager gave a posi-
tive answer. However, the standards set up for employees at this area were 
IIDlCh nt>re rigid than at the others. There were only three who indicated 
that they had difficulties in securing part-time (weekend) workers. 
It was also stated by eighteen managers that most of their full-time 
winter employees were workers who had worked at their areas at least one 
previous season. (Information about periods prior to the·2960-61 season 
was not available from two areas for reasons given above). 
Their methods for obtaining Workers were, for the most part, casual. 
They relied upon workers to come to them appzying for work or for workers 
to be sent to them by other workers already employed. OnlY five managers 
said that they made use of the employment services of the offices of the 
Ver100nt Unenployment Conpensation Commission, and these five stated that 
58New England Vacation Business Report, April, 1961, and New 
---England Business Review, May, 1961, Federal Reserve Bank 
of Boston. 
59rnrormation from the Vermont Development Commission estimates 
the decline to be between 10 and 15 percent. 
they did so only ttoccasiona.lly" or "infrequently". One manager maintained 
that he had made us~ of those offices at one time bu:t found that the work-
ers sent to him were unsatisfactory and had ~scontinued the practice. 
The cooperation of the area managers was enlisted, at the time of the 
interviews, in the distribution of the questionnaires for employees. They 
agreed to distribute them to their employees by'en9losing them in the pay 
envelopes (or, in some cases Where pay envelopes were not used, giving the 
questionnaire to the employee along with his pay). A brief note e~lain­
ing the purpose of the questionnaire and a self-stamped, self-addressed 
envelope for return to this author was also given with the questionnaire. 
These questionnaires were to be distributed during the m>nth of 
February. Some were distributed during the early part of that month. 
The rest had to be distributed during March due to the rather erratic 
character of the recent Vermont winter. (See above, Chapter I) 
The returns of the questionnaires were quite satisfactory. A total 
of 334 usable returns was received., This amounts, to 28 percent of the 
total expected employment for the 1960-61 season. Since these expecta-
tions were probably not realized, using the 1959-60 season's total employ-
ment figure of 1114, the return amounts to 30 percent. Also, in view of 
the weather's interference with the plans for distribution this amount 
of return J:s substantial. 
The returned questionn<tires indicated that the labor supp~_,;rof the 
sld areas is predominantly male. Table 8 shows the composition of the 
work force from the replies. 
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Table 8 
Conposition of Vermont ~Area Employees 
~ sex ~ ])nployiiimt 
Enployment Males Females Totals 
Year-round 75 
Winter onl¥ 170 
Totals 23 
l3 
75 
mr 
a) Also, one worker, no sex indicated. 
Source: Enployee Questionnaires. 
The percentage of males is about 74% of the total. The Table also 
indicates the relationship of winter employees to the total volume of em-
ployment. The great major:i.ty of employees are hired only for the brief, 
fifteen-week winter season. Only 26 percent of all employees are em-
ployed on a year-round basis. 
The majority of employees replying to the questionnaire were married, 
as shown in Table 9~ 
Table 2. 
Marital Status 2£ Vermont~~ Employees 
Status Males Females Totals 
Single 89 37 126 
Married 143 4la) , 184 
Widowed l 6 7 
Divorced 7 3 10 
No response 5 l ~} $ mr 
a) Includes 2 who listed themselves as nseparatedtt. 
b) Also one nsingle" no sex indicated. 
Source: Employee Questionnaires. 
.::S4e 
58 percent of all male employees and 45 percent of female employees 
are married. The combined total of married employees represents 55 per-
cent of all who replied to the questionnaire. 
The questionnaires disclosed that the workers commute considerable 
distances to their jobs, which is somewhat characteristic of workers in 
non-urban areas.60 
Table 10 
Distance Traveled to Work Daily by Vermont 
Ski Employees an~Mode of Transportation 
- ---
Distance (Miles) Auto Bus Taxi other None Totals 
None - 21 21 
1-5 84a) 51>) 84 6-10 93 98 
ll-15 44 1 45 
16-20 33 33 
21-25 20 20 
26-30 17 17 
over .30 16 
Qti7 16 Totals wr 21 -:m-
a) Includes one who travels ttby bus occasiona.lly". 
b) Includes two who made no response to the question on 
mode of transportation. 
Source: Employee Questionnaires. 
A few workers, as indicated above, have no travel to work. This is 
generalzy only true of some workers at areas that operate an inn or lodg-
ing facility at the ski area location. The vast majority have to travel to 
the areas daily. The median range of distance traveled to work is between 
6 and 10 miles which would mean a total coliiii!Ilting distance of 12 to 20 miles 
daily. A. considerable nuniber of workers (131) travel from 11 to over .30 
miles to work and .3 of these indicated that they traveled from 41-45 miles 
to work daily. 
The automobile is the basic means used to get to work. Busses to 
most areas are unavail?ble. (To ley" knowledge regular bus runs to a ski 
6'1tenema.n, Herbert G., Jr., et al., Employment Relations Research, p. 14. 
3! 
0 
n 
area e:xist only at Stowe, although 4 areas are located at the side of 
state highways on which may run regular inter-city busses). Only one 
worker indicated the occasional use of bus transportation. 
The distribution of workers by the nunber of winters worked is given 
below. 
Table 11 
Numer of Winters Worked at Ski Areas by 
Vermont Ski Area Employees 
No. of 
Winters 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Year-Round 
Emplltees 
10 
23 
7 
8 
7 
3 
2 
2 
10 or more 
Totals 
12 
-m 
Winter 
Employees 
85 
52 
29 
20 
18 
10 
6 
3 
2 
18 ) wa. 
Totals 
99 
62 
52 
27 
26 
17 
9 
5 
4 
30 ~) 
a) Also three did not respond to the question. 
Source: »nployee Questionnaires. 
About 30 percent of all em:Ployees have worked only one winter at the 
areas. The greatest part of these new employees is, natura].4r, made up of 
winter season workers. Of these 85 new winter workers at th~ ski areas, 
23 worked at part-time weekend jobs while 62 were full-time employees. 
Alm:>st two-thirds of the winter employees ( 64 percent) have worked 
2 or :more years at the ski areas, and 43 percent have worked 3 or more years. 
The relatively high nunbers of first year workers among year-round 
and winter employees would seem to indicate a rather high turnover rate. 
This would probably take place due to the fairly low wages and high hours 
in the industry (see below) and the rather erratic character of the 
employ:n:ent. Year-round workers indicated to the author that periods of 
layoff occurred in spring and fall, the total period of unemployment fre-
quently covering as much as 9 or lO weeks. For winter workers, the de-
pendence on the weather for continued work would appear to present problems 
of insecurity of employ:n:ent. In case of an extended period of thaw or 
rain., even full-time workers may be laid off. 
These factors may also, in part., account for the fairly high propor-
tion of younger age groups among the winter employees, indicated in 
Table 12, although recreat~on industries, in general, would appear to 
attract younger persons. 
Table 1li2 
.;;._...-....-
Age ~ ~ 2£ Verm:mt Ski ~ Employees 
Age 
l9 a.iiCr under 
20-24 
25-29 
30-34 
35-39 
40-44 
45-49 
50-54 
55-59 
60-64 
65 and over 
Totals 
Male 
Wint~r -year-Round 
28 7 
.34 12 
21 9 
20 8 
19 7 
15 10 
8 7 
9 7 
6 5 4 2. 
3 1 
m ~ 
a) Also: 3 males, no age indicated. 
1 age 17, no sex indicated. 
Source: Employee Questionnaires. 
Fene.le 
Winter 
17 
18 
10 
8 
6 
6 
3 
4 
1 
2 
0 
~ 
Year-Round 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
'1 
1 . 
3 " 
]j' 
Total 
53 
65 
41 
37 
34 
.33 
18 
21 
13 
11 
4 ~a) 
0 On]¥ 53 employees indi~ated a change of residence accompanied the em-
ploym:lnt at the ski areas. For the most part, these were the so-called 
"ski bums" who take part-time work in order to ski for a full season. 
The wage rates in the industry do not appear to be very high, par-
ticularly for female part-time help. On the other hand, the average 
hours of work are exceptionally high. The wages and hours reported by 
42 instructors, full and part-time, who responded to the questionnaire were 
excluded from the calculations, since they represent a special category 
of employees and the methods of their payment and work is variable. 
Table g 
Average Weekly ~ ~ Wages/Hours 
of vermont Ski Area J!mployees 
(Replies of Instructors Excluded) 
Males 
Full-Time Part-Time 
Av. Hours/week 58 24 
Av. Wage /hour $1.23 $1.22 
1) Rounded to nearest hour and cent. 
Source: Employee Questionnaires. 
Females 
Full-Time Part-T±me 
54 19 
$1.01 
A total of 167 respondents indicated that wage supplements were made. 
These supplements were made in·a variety of forms; bonuses, transportation, 
meals, room, discounts, ski lessons, free ski privileges, and simp]¥, 
•~others". One worker indicated wage supplements were made in nclothesn. 
However, this may have meant discounts on purchases of ski clothing. 
The monetary value of these supplements cannot be ascertained, of 
course. Some workers indicated that the receipt of bonuses was subject 
to some degree o.f doubt. Also, if free ski lessons or ski privileges 
are made available to all employees, they are still worthless to the 
3t 
0 worker who does not care for the sport. Discount privileges may also be 
valueless to some, perhaps many, employees. Consequently, their value in 
comparison to actual wages is probably, like fara(perquisites, 61 liBlCh 
less than many people in the industry believe. 
A total of 147 workers of the '246 winter employees, 122 males and 
25 females, indicated that they worked at other regular, full-time occu-
pations during the rest of the year~ This represents almost three-fifths 
of all winter workers. Of th±s nuni>er (147), 105 had moved from full-
tilll6 work elsewhere to full-time work at sld areas. Since there were 
155 full-time winter employees, this represented over two-thirds (68 per-
. 
cent) of all full-time winter employees. Another 17 workers had full-
. 
time occupations during the rest of the year but were only able to work 
part-time at the ski areas. These appeared to be available for full-
time winter work and perhaps would have been so· employec,i except for the 
' 
poor season experienced. 
Also, there were 25 J.rmoonlighters 11 • From the replies it appears 
that these workers were working at regular full-time jobs during the 
week and then were working p~time on weekends at the ski areas. 
Assuming the sample obtained from the returns to be representative 
and extrapolating from it, it can be said that members of the primary 
labor force fill over two-thirds o~ all full-time winter job opportunities, 
and nearly half (46 percent) of all part-time winter jobs. If the ttmon-
lighters" are excluded, almost half (49 percent) of all winter workers in 
the ski industry would seem to be workers who dovetail employment. 
6lnucoff, Louis J., op. ~., p. 486-7. 
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0 The average wage per hour and weekly hours of work for workers in 
their other occupations is considerably d~fferent from those figures for 
the ski industry. They are shown in Table 14. Again the replies of in-
structors, not included in the calculations in Table 13, were excluded 
here also. 
Table 14 
-----
Average Weekly Hours and Wages /Hour 
of Vermont Ski Area :EiiiPloyee5witi1 
Other Regula.F'"Full-Time OccupatiOn's 
(Replies of Instructors Excluded) 
Females 
L3 Av. Hours /week 
Av. Wage/hour $1.65 
l) Rounded to nearest hour and cent. 
Source: Employee Questionnaires. 
The average wage per hour is significantly higher and the average 
weekly hours significantly lower for both men and women. It would not 
appear to be likely that differences of 9 hours per week and 65 cents 
per hour for men and ll hours per week and 54 cents per hour for women 
could be made up by any forms of wage supplements in the ski industry, 
even though average weekly earnings would differ by about ten dollars in 
both cases. 
From the nature of replies about other occupa~ions it would appear 
that many workers are not covered by unemployment insuran~e. 3 8 list 
themselves as self-employed, most of these considering themselves 
"J;ontractorstt, in general, or of one sort or another. Another 9 are 
farmers or farm workers, 3 are doEestic employees and 10 others, al-
though indicating they have worked regularly during the rest of the 
year, would consider themselves unemployed when the ski season was over. 
4C 
,Q 
0-
0 
These amount to 48 percent of the total of 122 non-moon-
lighting workers with other regular occupations. 
There is no way of ascertaining how many of the rest 
are not covered b~t my impression is that, either through 
employer exemption or escape, a large number of them are 
not eligible for unemployment benefits. 
Thus, the pressure of necessity seems to be a major 
~actor for movement of these workers into the low-wage, 
long-hour jobs in the ski industry. 
One set of attitude questions was included in the 
questionnaire at the end to attempt to ascertain how many 
of those workers not regularly employed on a full-time basis 
through the rest of the year would consider themselves 
available for regular work if such jobs were available. 
Out of a total of 99 workers who indicated no other 
regular full-time employment (14 of these indicated some 
part-time employment), 50 replied that they would be avail-
able for regular employment and 49 stated that they would not. 
From this it would appear that about one-half of the sec-
ondary workers who enter the labor force in response to the 
demand for workers in the Vermont ski resort industry during 
the winte'r would remain in the labor mark;et if other employ-
ment opportunities were availatle nearby. 
There are some indications that sex is a relevant 
factor in the availability of secondary workers for regu~ar 
work. Table 15 shows the compa,r ison of the two groups by sex .• 
41. 
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Sex 
Male 
Female 
Table !.2.· 
Comparison !>.l, Sex of Vermont Ski Area 
Winter Employees Without Other Regular 
Occupations 
Did Not Indicate 
Indicated Availability Availability for 
For Regular Work Regular Work 
No. _j_ ~ J_ 
21 42 28 57 
29 58 21 43 
-
Totals 50 100 49 100 
The percentage of females among those indicating avail-
ability is 58 percent whereas only 43 percent of those who 
would B21 be available for regular work were women. 
This would appear to support the hypothesis that women 
make up a significant part of the secondary labor force in 
non-metropolitan areas and that many of these would be willing 
. 
to aec~pt regular work except for the fact that such employ-
ment is not available. 
. 
A comparison of the other personal characteristics of 
the two groups disclosed no significant difference~ Also, 
both groups were about equally distributed between full-time 
and part-time jobs at the ski areas. 
The responses to the other parts of the set of atti-
tude questions were not very usable. Many workers who 
indicated availability wrote "anything" for either kind-
4la. 
0 
0 
0 
of-work desired or acceptable wage rate or across both. 
Others indicated, in general terms, similar work to that 
which they had been doing and, generally, similar wages. 
These replies could be expected before the study, since 
workers had indicated that they would accept that kind of 
work at the wage they were getting by the mere fact of tak-
ing the job and it would be unlikely that they would indicate 
lower acceptable wages without a concrete job offer being 
made. 
Of course, this last point raises the question of the 
reliability of the attitude question on availability, since 
the only real test of availability is the actual existence of 
a known job opportunity. It is only with this limitation in 
mind that the conclusion of 50 percent secondary worker 
willingness is made. 
Before passing from the results of the employee sUTvey, 
it must be mentioned that the possibility exists that the 
business recession of 1960-61 may have affected the results. 
It has been assumed throughout, somewhat arbitrarily perhaps, v 
that no significant differences occurred from what would have 
occurred in its absence. From the rather slender indications 
in the replies, it seems to have had little, if any, influence. 
For example, only 8 of the 122 em~loyees indicating full-time 
other occupations, were employed in manufacturing industries 
while most of these employees worked at other occupations 
that would incur seasonal layoffs regardless of the cycle. 
42. 
Thus, the assumption does not appear to violate the situa-
tion. 
It is recognized, however, that cyclical factors could 
be distorting the results. But, a complete appraisal of 
their influence would have required a much more extensive 
survey which was not possible at this time. 
42a. 
0 CHAPTER VI 
Sunonary and Conclusions 
This study has dealt with the labor supplies of a rapidly growing in-
dustry. The ski resort industry has been experiencing an extremely fast 
. 
rate of growth over the past decade. As the journalistic prose of ~ 
has put it, n ••• skiing has been transformed in less than 25 years from 
an eccentric practice pursued by a handful of fanatic chilblained young 
men to the U. S. 's fastest-growing outdoor winter sport". 62 
The growth has been mst rapid in the eastern seaboard states and 
New England. In particular, the industry in the state of Vernxmt, which 
has been a major center of the sport since its early years, has grown, 
. . 
within the last decade, from one characterized by a large nunber of crude, 
haphazard facilities olY!led by many single proprietors to one which has 
well~planned and well-designed facilities owned for the most part by a 
lDlCh smaller number of corporate organizations. 
The industry in Vermont constitutes the mst important single seg-
ment of the industry in the New England states as a whole. It accounts 
for more than half of the income of industry in New England and its 
~ 
~otal Fixed Assets (net) represent only slightly less than half of what 
62ttThe u.s. on Skis,n Time, Feb. 9, 1959. 
-
another writer estimated the Gross Fixed Assets of all New England areas 
to be. 63 
For this study it was considered that an examination of the labor 
supplies of this growing winter resort industry would be interesting in 
order to see if the pattern of employment in this industry followed the 
pattern of other res~rt industries, i.e., employment during the active 
period being accomplished by making use of temporar,r entrants to the 
labor force, or, to use Wilcock's term,· secondary workers. This charac-
teristic pattern of resort and other seasonal industries had led 
" woytinsky to state, in 1939, ••• "that industries with a very short active 
season usually employ persons who withdraw from the labor market for the 
rest of the year~.64 This assumption would be able to be tested for the 
ski resort industry. 
6~~he figures given in Chapter IV are net .figures; Vermont areas 
estimated to have $7.3 million in Fi~ed Assets. Sissener, 
Jan 1f., op. cit., estimated Gross Fixed Assets for all (pri-
vate) NeWEngland areas to be about $17 .o million. Before 
passing from this point in the summary it might be well to 
mention that the economic reasons for all this growth are 
not clear. Sissenerts study indicated that the profitability 
of New England ski areas is nvery close to zero" (op. cit., 
p. .54). No attempt was made toward a financial ana!ysis of 
different areas in the present study. Some reports received 
from the areas would tend to support his thesis while others 
would appear to refute it. The reaction among those in the 
industry' to his report seemed to be nii:xed. 
64woytinsky, W. S., Seasonal Employment in the United States, p. 32. 
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0 Seasonal factors in the employment structure of the Vermont economy 
tended to produce a substantial number of seasonably une~loyed primar,y 
workers, many of whom are not covered by the unemployment insurance pro-
gram and would, therefore, tend to seek dovetailing employment. 
The study was also expected to reflect information about the extent 
. 
to which secondar,yworkers were drawn into the labor force by this demand 
for labor and the extent to which they would indicate a willingness to 
stay in after the short-run demand had ceased. 
Finally, it was felt that the study would shed light on the extent 
to which "dovetailingn mobility on the part of primar,y members of the 
labor force, caused by seasonality of employment, was accomplished at 
the cost of downgrading in terms of wages and working conditions. 
The methods used in the study included interviews with employees in 
> 
the industry and a questionnaire survey of ski area employees. They were 
cari'5:-ed out during the fall and winter of,-1960-61. 
The assumption was made, on the basis of limited evidence available, 
that the recession of 1960-61 had a negligible effect on the situation 
under study •. 
The conclusions resulting from the survey of the Vermont ski area 
employees are as follows: 
1. The pattern of employment in the Verm:mt ski resort industry 
does not follow the usual pattern for resort industries and other indus-
tries with a short active or peak period. Three-fifths of all employees 
employed only for the winter season, and over two-thirds of full-time 
winter season employees, are workers who have moved from other occupations 
0 in which unemployment was experienced, for the most part, due to seasonal 
influences. 
On~ two-fifths of all seasonally employed workers in the industr.y 
could be classified as members of the secondar.y labor force and·nost of 
these workers were employed at part-time, weekend work, less than one-
third of the full-time· seasonal workers being menbers of this group. 
One hesitates to extrapolate from a·limited study such as this, but 
it would appear quite possible that an investigation of other areas which 
experience short-run increases in the demand for labor during the winter 
~ rural areas, perhaps even in retail trade in the Noven:ber-necenber 
period, would also show a significant amount of dovetailing by primary 
workers who are ~easonally unelJ!P'loyed at their regular occupations. 
2 •· Workers who move from seasonal unemployment in other occupations 
into ski area jobs do so at the cost of a severe drop in wages•per hour 
and an increase in hours worked per week. wages are 63 cents per hour 
lower for men and 48 cents per hour lower for women; hours per week are 
longer" by ll hours for both men and women. (Full-time workers, only, 
considered. For such primar.y workers who only obtain part-time work 
the costs are, of course, greater.) 
' Thus the costs of seasonal unelJ!Ployment are not eliminated entirely 
by dovetailing jobs. 
3. A substantial percentage (50 percent) of those seasonal workers 
who would be classified as "not in the labor forcett by ordinary classifi-
cation would appear to indicate a willingness to accept jobs and thus are 
n ••• realistically in the labor market although not actively seeking work 
\ 
for the very realistic reason that they are convinced no sui table work 
46 
0 is available.u65 The concept of the secondary labor force developed by 
Wilcock, thus, appears to be quite useful in studies of non-urban labor 
markets. 
Dther results of the study include a confirmation of the longer 
colllli!llting patterns of workers in rural areas. 66 Workers at ski areas 
comnute from 6 to 10 nd.les to and from work daily. This may be somewhat 
higher than the usual rural commuting distances because of the locations 
of ski areas which frequent~ require some travel over special access 
roads. 
The industry labor market was shown to be one -with the usual charac-
teristics of lightly structured markets--low wages, long hours and a high 
rate of turnover of enployees. 
The enployment structure of tne Vermont econonzy- is one that produces 
substantial aiiDunts of seasonal unemployment during the winter IOOnths. 
The total amount of une:mployment is generally considerably less than 
that produced by seasonal factors due to dovetailing by a significant 
nuniber of the seasonally unemployed. 
65wilcock, Richard c., ~· ~., p. 203. 
66rrenemen, Herbert G., Jr., et al, ££.• cit, p. 14. 
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APPENDII A 
EMPLOYEE QUESTIONNAIRE 
A. Name of Ski Area at which you work: ______________ _ 
1. Age (check) Male Female Single Married Widowed- DiYorced 
...,.._,_ - - __. - -- ..... 
Town or city of residence __________________ _ 
Do you live there during the winter season? (check) Yes_No __ 
Distance traveled to ski area? By (check) auto 
------- taxi _________ __ 
other 
------
2. Number of 'Winters worked at this ski area? 
Nuni>er of months worked at area during the winter season? 
(From to ) ----
month mmth 
Kind of work performed? __________________ _ 
Do you work (check) Full-time Part-time 
---------- ----------
.Average number of hours worked per week? 
Wage rate per hour? 
{If wage supplements are made by the Oornpany, please check) 
Bonuses Transportation Meals Other 
---------
3. Do you work regularl.y during other periods of the year? Yes No __ _ 
If; yes, do you work (check) Full-time ____ Part-time ____ _ 
Average nu:ni>er of hours during the week? 
In what city or town? __________________ _ 
At what Company? ___________________ _ 
Occupation? ______________________________________ __ 
Wage rate per hour? 
4e If not regularl.y enployed, or if unemployed during the other 
periods of the year: 
Would you take regular work if it were available? Yes No ___ _ 
If yes: What ldnd of work? 
VIJage per hour you would acc~e~pt:r-:f~o~r=-:s~u~ch~r~e~gu~l~ar~w~o~r~k~?~-----
49 
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APPENDIX B 
Estimated Non-Agricultural EmPloyment in Vermont 
calendar Year 1956"" 
EMPLOYMKILT_ 
Feb. Mar. April *Y June Jul.y Aug. 
98,1.50 
r 
! 
' 
I 
I 
~ 
~.II 'I II 
!t I ~~ II MONTHLY I I 
Sept. Oct.! I Nov. I Dec. AVERAGE 
-~"'\..._ 
,.-----~ 
..-r,.T()TAIJ 33,250 
98,350 , 
-----1\ 
99,700 1101,6oo 11o4,35o j109,4oo 1109,750 1105,300 104,3 101,85<) 102,l·;so 111o2,B5o 
\ 
33,050 1 33,150 1 32,750 32,850 32,850 33,200 33,550 33,500 33,550 33,600 33,350 33, 'so 
, 20,350 20,300 ~9,950 191 900 19,8oo 20,150 20,3CO 20,300 20,300 20,3~ 20,150 20,;50 
99,050 
I' 
~· 
MANtJt.ACTURINl 
u~a.ol.e GoodS i.t~ 5,650 5,600 5,500 5,550 5,6oo 5,950 6,ooo 6,000 6,050 6,2 1• 6,100 6,d~o 
Lumber ~~Glass 3,150 3,200 3,200 3,250 3,350 3,400 3,400 3,450 3,450 3,~5~ 3,350 3,l50 
20,200 
5,850 
3,350 
6,6oo 
4,400 Stone, Cl.e.y( t lectrical.) 7 200 7,150 7,050 6,950 6,600 6,500 6,500 6,400 1 6,200 6,1~5~ 6,200 6,3,00 ~cbinery/ excep e 4' 350 4,300 4,250 4,150 4,250 4,300 4,350 4,450 4,550 4,~1 4,500 4 600 Other ]. I \ ~ I I \ 
- II I GoodS 12,700 12,850 12,800 12,950 . 13,050 1~,100 13,250 13,200 13,250 13,2p•, 13,150 13,Jo 13,050 
Non-durabl.e 3,4oo 3,450 3,450 3,500 3,600 3,700 3,700 3,650 3,700 3,5~~ 3,500 3,~0 3,550 ~ood 1,050 1,050 1,100 1,150 1,100 1,050 1,100 1,100 1,100 1,1~ 1,150 1,~ 1,100 Textiles 2 000 2,050 2,050 2,050 2,050 2,050 2,150 2,000 2,000 2,0p~ 1,950 2, 2 050 
]lppe.re; Printing 3:700 3, 750 3, 750 3,800 3,900 3,900 3,900 3,950 3,900 4,~p~ 31 950 3,~ 3;900 
J>s.per ~/ 2 500 2.500 2_,400 2,450 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,450 2,550 2,upb 2,6oo 2.60o 2 500 
Other g, ' ' i, ' ' 
~ k nded nearest middl.e of each mont!!. The foll<>Wing cl.asses are exel.uded: proprietors, professional and t lf-enq>l.oyed per•Pns WQrloers 
Estil!13-tes a.re f:a_~e ~tic service Jrembers of the arJOOil forces. Figures rounded to nearest 50, so will not alweys add to to} ll.s; changes of 5 p n~t 
in edicult~ignii'i=· nata in this tabl.e canplled by the Comnission in cooperation wi~h Bureau of Labor sta;tistics, U. s. ~'pa.rtment of La.bot, based on .neces~aril.y h 1959 ~ 1 bencllJDBXk data. for Mu-C. ~WITH THOSE PUBLISHED IN SIMILAR FORM F<E PRECEDOO YEARS BECAUSE OF A CHAmE IN THE INDUSTRIAL :STRUCTUBE DUE TOtcONVERSION 
DATA ~ NOT D~INOOSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION SYS'.IEM. THEY ALSO INCLUDE ADJUS'D£NTS TO 1958 ESTD.W.TES AS ORIGINALLY PUBLIS~ IN THIS FORM. 
TO ~ BEVlSED •. i 
. vermont Unemployment Compensation Co~ssion \ 
Sour0 8 • I II 
\ l 
{' 
\J1. 0 ' 
• 
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Appendix B (cOnt.) 
Calendar Year 1958 
E M P L p :r·:M E N. T J·-=-~ MONTHLY l I - --- I I Nov. ·~I Dec. AVERAGE INDUSTIIY Sept Oct .. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Au g. 
NON-MANUFACTUR~ 166,000 65,200 65,400 66,850 68,700 7J,..,100 75,8oO 76, 250 7J,., 70Ci' I 70,1ool 68,550 fl 69,200 I 69,650 
Contract Construction l 4,4oo 1\ I 1,050 I 6,55o II 5,8oo I 6,050 3,850 4,050 5,050 6,300 7,100 7,550 1, :roo 7,400 \I 
Mining & Quarrying I 1,450 1,350 1,350 1,250 1,250 1,250 1,200 1, !200 1,200 I 1,200 I 1,200 1.1 1,1.50 I 1,250 
Transportation & PUblic utilities 7,8oo !850 
i!, 
7,6ool 7,500 I 7,650 7,650 7,550 7,500 7,650 7,700 7,850 7, 7,750 7,700 Transportation 4,700 4,650 4,6oo 4,550 4,650 4,700 4,800 4, ~ 4,759 4,750 4, 700• I 4,6oo 4,700 Public util. & Communications 3,050 3,000 2,950 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,050 3, P50 3,000 2,950 2,900 . 2,900 3,000 
,I 
Trade 19,000 18,750 18,750 19,200 19,500 19,950 20,250 20, ~50 20 000 19,750 19,550 i' 20,250 19,6oo 
' ' 3,500 3,550 \ 3,550 3,500 Wholesale 3,500 3,45() 3,450 3,450 3,500 3,550 3,550 3, 550 3,550 Retail 15,500 15,300 J.5,300 15,750 16,000 16,4oo 16,700 16, 900 16,450 16,250 16,000, 16,750 16,100 
Finance, Insurance & Real Estate I 3,100 3,700 3,700 3,700 3,700 3,750 3,800 3, 850 3,750 3,700 3, 700 ~ 3,700 3,750 I, 
.. 
Service & Miscellaneous 114,350 J.4,500 1.4,500 14,550 J.4,650 15,700 19,500 19, 500 15,690 15,100 14,100 14,200 15,550 Hotels, .Motels, Camps, etc. 2,100 2,150 2,150 2,150 2,350 3,350 7,050 1, 050 3,300 2,700 1,900 1 2,000 I 3,200 other 
.12,250 J.2,350 12,350 12,350 .l2,300 12,350 12,450 12, 450 12,350 12,400 12,200 12,200 12,350 
Government 15,350 15,450 15,500 15,550 15,700 15,700 15,750 15,!750 16,000 16,200 15,850 16,500 15,800 Federal 3,600 3,650 3,650 3,6oo 3,700 3,750 3, 700 - 32750 3,700 3,850 3,8oo 4,200 3,750 State & Local ll,750 ll,Boo 11,850 ll,950 12,000 11,950 12,050 12·,000 12,300 12,350 12,050 12,300 12,050 
' r-y Includes metal products, electrical machinery, optical goods and transportation eguipumt. 
, l I 
gJ .lncl.ude& dlemicals, petrol.eun & coal products, rubber & miscellaneous plastic products, leather & lea r products,/ and miscellaneous .I.I.UI.I.I.U.t::loi,;"~..I..UK• 
Source: Vermont Unemployment Commission j, !, 
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Ca.lendar Year 1959 ! , 
I ' Estimated Non-Agricultural Employment in Vermont r 1 ' 
\ I i 
1 I \ 1 ! 
I .M I ' I E,1 p L 0 y M E N T I \ I MONTHLY 
INDUSTRY I ~ ,, ( I 
Jan. Feb. J.t:l.r. April Ma.y June July Aug. Sept~.. Ql;j;. !pv. Dec. AVERAGE 
...... ·, r , 
' l 
TOTAL il.OO,l50 1.00,.050 .100,400 102,400 105,400 109,550 ll3,550 ll4,300 109,750 107,350 1105 1950 105,750 106,200 
I I ' I • 
MANUFACTURING J 33,4oo 33,900 34,350 34,700 35,450 36,550 36,6oo 37,150 37,000 35,900 \ 36~650 36,300 35,650 
1 I 1 
Durable Goode I 20,350, 20,500 20, 6oo 20,850 21, 6oo 22,300 22, 500 22, 650 22, 6do .21, 700 l22 1700 22,650 21, 750 
Lumber & Wood Products 4,4oo -4,400 4,250 4,250 4,550 4,850 4,8oo 4, 700 4,55p 4,550 .1 4 16oo 4,650 4,550 
Furniture & Fixtures 1,650 1,650 1,700 1,700 1,750 1,750 1,750 1,750 1,65p 1,6oo 1 1!650 1,600 1,700 
Stone, Clay & Glass 3,250 3,250 3,300 3,300 3,400 3,350 3,350 3,400 3,4qp 3,400 3 1450 3,350 3,350 
Machinery {exc. electrical) l 6,300 6,350 6,450 6,500 6,650 6,850 7,050 7,250 7,350 6,500 1 7!300 7,300 6,8oo 
Electri~ 1Machinery 1 2,650 2,750 2,900 3,000 3,150 3,300 3,300 3,300 3,300 3,300 3 l350 3,300 3,150 Other !t i 2,050 2,050 2,000 2,100 2,100 2,150 2,250 2,250 2,3op 2,350 2\400 . 2,450 2,200 
Non-durable Goods 1 13,050 13,450 13,750 13,900 13,850 14,250 .14,100 14,450 14,400 14,200 13 ~50 13,700 13,900 
Food , 3,350 3,350 3,350 3,400 3,500 3,550 3,6oo 3,650 3,700 3,500 1 3 ~50 3,4oo 3,500 
Textiles I l,l50 » 1,250 1,250 1,250 1,300 1,300 1,;350 1,400 1,350 .1,300 1 250 1,250 .1,300 
A~parel i .1,950 2,050 2,200 2,300 2,100 2,200 2,150 2,150 2,1.09 2,150 1 2,~50 2,150 2,150 
Paper ! 2,050 2,100 2,100 2,150 2,150 2,250 2,150 2,300 2,350 2,250 2,200 2,100 2,150 
Printing & Publishing 1,900 1,950 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,050 2,000 2,000 1,950 2,000 2,poo 1,950 2,000 
~her gj l1 2,700 2,800 2,8o0 2,800 2,8oo 2,900 2,900 3,000 2,95Q 2,950 2,900 2,8oo 2,850 
' i I 
I 0 
/ Inuudes primary and fabricated metal products, transportation equipment, professional & scientific instruments. 
/ In~udes chemicals, petroleum & coal products, rubber & miscellaneous plastic products, leather & leather produc~s. 
1 
\, 
DATA ARE COMPARABLE WITH THOSE PUBLISHED IN SIMILAR FORM FOR 1958 (REVISED) BtJ.r ARE NOT DIRECTLY COMPARABLE WITH TII>SE PUBLISHED roo PRECEDIMJ YEARS 
BECAl)E <F A C!IAOOE IN THE INDT.ETRIAL STRoortm: DUE TO CONVERSION TO THE REVISED STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM. / 1 
1 
Source: Vermont Unemployment Commission \ \ 
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INDUSTRY 
.NON-MANUF. 
Contra 
Mining 
Transp 
Tran 
Pub 
Trade 
Who. 
Reta 
Finane 
Servic 
Hot 
otb 
IJ.overnme 
Fed1 
Sta 
CTURING 
' 
Construction 
: Quarrying 
tation & PUblic Utilities 
portation 
.c Util. & Communications 
sale 
1. 
Insurance & Real Estate 
& Miscellaneous 
.s, Motels, Camps, etc. 
nt 
al 
& Local 
- -·-
Jan. 
66,750 
4,700 
1,100 
7,450 
4,550 
2,900 
19,150 
3,500 
15,650 
3,750 
14,650 
2,150 
12,500 
16,000 
3,650 
12,350 
I 
~,-
I Feb. Mar. 
66,100 66,050 
3,950 3,950 
1,150 1,150 
7,450 7,400 
4,550 4,500 
2,900 2,900 
18,900 19,050 
3,450 3,500 
15,450 15,550 
3,750 3,750 
14,800 .14,8oO 
2,200 2,200 
12,600 12,650 
16,100 15,950 
3,650 3,600 
12,450 12,350 
Appendix C (cont.) 
Calenr~r Year 1959 
•~ ..... ~ 
, 4 I 
T 
) 
I 
- ... -- ------- - ______ ., -- - ... -- "'; 
EMPLOYMENT 
-----
I I Apr. May June July 
67,650 69,950 73,000 76,950 1 
I 
4,950 6,500 7,400 7,750 I 
1,150 1,200 1,200 1,150 
-~----,--- . 
-~ug. 1 S~~t. __ ! Oct. l i Nov. I Dec 
77,200 1', 72,800 I 71,4.00 j' 69,350 I 69,4~0 II 70,550 
7,750 I 7,450 I 7,~ool! 6,6oo! 5,4·,o I 6,150 
1,200 I 1,150 I 1,200 .1,200 l 1,1,.0 I 1,150 
7,450 7,600 7,700 7,700 
4,550 4,650 4,700 4,700 
2,900 2,950 I 3,000 3,000 
I ri 
7,750 7,700 ! 7, 700 l) 7,6oo ! 7,6 0 j' 7,600 4,700 4,700 I 4, 790 l\ 4,600 1 4,6 .g ll 4,6oo 3,050 3,000 3,000 1 3,000 I 3,0 2,950 
t 
19,700 20,050 20,600 20,800 
3,550 3,6oo 3,650 3,700 
16,100 1.6,450 16,950 17,100 
3,750 3,8oo 3,8oo 3,800 
14,750 15,000 16,150 19,950 
2,200 2,350 3,400 7,000 
12,550 1.2,600 12,700 1 12,900 
20,450 J 20,950 I 20,250 i 20,000 ; 20,7lr I 20,C50 3,700 3,650 I 3,700 3,700 ' 3,6 p 3,600 
17,250 16,800 I I : I 16,500 j 16,300 : 17,0 0 16,450 
' I 
I ' ' 
3,8oo 1 3,800 3,8oo ' 3,750 : 3,7 0 3,8oo 
I I 
20,000 1116,400 1 15,55o '14,500 jl5,950 
7 J 000 : I 3) 550 ! 2,750 i 1,900 3,250 
13,000 12,850 ! 12,750 12,600 12,700 
I 
15,950 15,900 16,200 15,800 
3,550 3,6oo 3,650 3,700 
12,400 12,300 12,550 12,100 1 
15,750 15,850 ' 15,8oo 15,650 15,900 
3,700 3,650 3,750 3,6oo 3, 700 
12,050 . 12,200 12,050 : 12,050 12,250 
! I I 
---L 
Estimates are for week ended nearest middle of each month. The following classes are excluded: proprietors, professional and) self-employed "!!v:>,...,,.,.,., 
workers in agriculture and domestic service, members of the armed ~orces. Figures rounded to nearest 50, SQ will not always 
of 50 not necessarily significant. Data in this table compiled by the C01m1ission in cooperation with Bureau Qf I.abor Statist 
of Labor, based on benchlmrk data for March 1959. ' 
Source: Vermont Unemployment Commission ~ 
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Appendix D 
Calendar Year 1960 
-==-• 
Estimated Non-Agricultural Employment in Vermont 
MONTHLY 
I ~~ D US TRY I \ Peb. ear. Apr. I May I June I July Sent. Nov. Dec. ~I AVERAGE Jan. 
TOTAL I 103.3~ 
1~-§00 102,400 104,600 106,750 110,150 113,85o t 114,65o I 109,550 1107,200\\t 104,800 1104,3501! 107,000 
MANTJF.aPTURDlG I 35,650 35,550 
35,500 35,650 35,550 36,100 35,250 i 36,ooo I 35,400 I 35,2oo\lt~ 34,750 I 33,65011 35,350 
.turable Goods I 22,200 
22,200 22,100 21,900 21,850 22,100 21,900 I 22,250 21,850 21 ,Boo' 21,600 21 '100 21,900 
Luznber & 1."!ood Products 4,550 4,450 4,350 
4p200 4,350 4,600 4,550 4,600 4,500 4,450 \ 4,300 4,150 4,400 
.l!'"'urni ture & Fixtures 1,650 1,700 
1,700 1,700 1,650 1,700 1,550 1,700 1,650 1,700 1,650 1,500 1,650 
Stone, Clay & Glass 3,150 3,150 3~150 
3,150 3,200 3,200 3,150 3,250 3,290 3, ~ctJ. 3,150 3,150 3,f50 
Machinery (exc. electrical) 7,000 6,950 7,000 19050 
6,900 6,900 6,800 6,800 6,600 6,550 6,550 6,400 I 6,~ 
Blectrical Nacbinery 3,300 ' 3,300 
3,300 3,150 3,100 3,150 3,390 l..o-1 j,400 3,350 3,350 '3,350 3,350 3,300 
2,600 2,600 2,650 2,600 2,550 . 
... ~,... r 
Other 1/ l 2,550 \ 
.2-; :T..P .. . ,550 2,550 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 
I I 
Non-durable Goode 13,450 l 13,350 , 3,400 13,700 13,700 14p000 13,350 . 13,750 13,550 13,400 13,150 I 12,550 13,450 
Food I 3,200 I 3~200 3,150 3,250 3p300 3,350 
3,350 3,350 3,300 3,300 3,300 3,200 3,250 
Textiles 
1~1-B 1,100 1.,200 1~150 11'150 1~200 1,150 1,150 . 1,050 950 
.., ,ooo 850 1,100 
Apparel 2,200 \ 
2,150 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,000 2,20Q 2;150 2,000 1 1,950 1,900 2,100 
Paper 2,~ \ 2,000 2,050 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,100 
2,100 2,150 2,150 i 2,100 1,950 2,100 
Printing & Publishing I 1,950 1,950 
1,950 i 1,950 1,950 2,200 I 2,100 2,150 2,200 2,200 \ 2,100 2,000 2,050 
other Y 3,000 2,950 2,900 I 2,900 2,900 2,850 
2,650 2,850 2,750 2, 750 I\ 2,700 2,600 2,800 
i I I ~. 
metal products, transportation equipment, pro~essional & scientific instruments. l Includes chemicals, petroleum&: coal products, rubber & miscellaneous plastic products, leather & leather products. 
D.b.TA ARE COUPAR1J3L;::; WITH THO~ lUBLISm::D IN SDfiLAR FOID.! FOR 1958 (REVIs:;D) .AND 1959 BUT .ARE HOT DIRECTLY CO~LE WITH TI I OSE PUBLISHED FOR 
ffiECIIDDTG Y..JARS JlE:CAUSl; OF A Cl!.ANG:l IN TEJ INDUSTRIAL STRUC'ltiRG W]; TO CONVERSION TO T'BE Rh'VIS:::ID STANDARD IND~ CLABS!b ~CATION SYSTEM. 
source: Vermont Unemployment Commission ! 
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.Appendn D (cont.) 
Calendar Year 1960 
.-""' .. 
:SMPLOYMENT. 
INDUSTRY 
Nov. I I 
I I I12,'Jbo !1o, 100 I 70, 7dp NON-MliliUF'il.C'l'URING i 67 '700 66,950 66,950 69,000 . 71 '150 74,950 78,600 78,.650 I 14,150 H 71,650 
Contract Construction I 4,4», 4,050 4,000 5,000 6,450 7,250 1?p50 7,-550 I 7,150 I 6,apo I 6,3oo 1 5,35P It 6,000 
I : Mining & '~ying . 1,250 1,250 1_,250 1,250 1,300 1,350 I 1,300 I 1,350 I 1,300 I 1 ,3po I 1,250 I 1,2op II 1,250 I 
TransportatiQn & Public Utilitiesj 7,400 7,350 1,400 7,500 7,600 7,650 1., 100 7,700 7,650 7,450 . 7,500 
Transportation 4,400 4,400 4,400 4,450 ·4,550 4,600 4,650. -:4~650 4,600 4,450 . 4,500 
Public Utile & Communications I 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,050 3,050 3,050 3,050 3~050 3,050 3,000 ·~;050 
I I Trade 
·119, 700 19,300 19,500 20,200 20,500 21, 1~0 I 21:'~50 21,500 21,100 20,350 20,~0 
• .'holesal e 3, 650 3, 600 3, 650 3,750 3,750 3,8;o I ),~o . 3,&Jo 3,890 3,700 3,750 ~etail 16,100 ! 15,100 I 15,850 16,450 16,750 17,300 17,600 17,650 17,300 ! 16;600 16;800 
Finance, Insurance & Real I;state ! 3, 750 I 3, 750 I 3, aoo 3,900 3,900 3,900 3,950 ,3_,950 
.I 3,950 I 3,9$0 i 3,950 I 3,95P n 3,900 
Service &lUscellaneous i 15,~50 15pJ50 15,400 15,200 15,500 16,700 20,500 20,500 116,900 15,9~ 14,900 15.2~ 116,450 Hotels, Motels, Camps, etc. . 2,150. 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,350 3,400 7,000 7,000 1 ),a Jj 10 1,900 2,0 3,250 Other 113, 100-' -+3-; 150 .13,200 13,000 13,150 1~,300 13,500 1~ 13, 12.950 13,2. 13,200 
Government 15,-900 1-5--t-950 15,600 15,950 ,900 .16,050 16,100 16,050 16,jQO 116,~ 115,900 16,, I 16,000 Federal 3,600 3,650 3,600 3,800; 3,650 3,700 3,650 3,650 3,550 3,7 3,500 3,95 3,650 
State & Loeal 12,350 12;350 12,000 12,150 .1272.50 13.,350 12,400 12,400 12,550 12, : l 12,350 12,45 12,350 
! 
~stimates are tor week ended nearest middle of each month. The :follCMI'in« classes are excluded: proprietors, professional 
workers in .agriculture and domestic service, members of the armed forces. Figures rounded to nearest 50, so will not 
of 50 not nece~sarily significant. Data in this table compiled b7 the CoDIDission in cooperation with Bureau ot Labor 
o"£ Labor, based on benchmark data for March 1960. 
--~ Source: Vermont Unemployment Commission 
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Abstract 
Much of the literature dealing with employment in seasonal indus-
tries with sharp peaks or short active seasons states or implies that 
all such industries employ, mostly, temporar.y entrants to the labor 
force during their active seasons who withdraw when that season is 
over. 
This seems to be an e~ension of the observation of the practice 
in summer resort and other industries with a short summer peak to all 
(resort and other) industries with short active seasons. 
It is questionable whether this is actually true for seasonal 
winter resort industries, particularly in non-urban areas. · 
This study proposes to e~ne the labor supplies of a winter 
seasonal industr.y with a test of that assumption in view. It is 
proposed, also, that the concepts of primar.y and secondar.y members 
of the labor force, introduced by Wilcock, be utilized in the study. 
Such concepts which differentiate between workers who belong regular-
ly to the labor force and those who enter and leave at various inter-
vals should prove useful when dealing with seasonal employment and 
seasonal workers. 
The ski industry in Vermont is the industry to be e:xamined. 
Three basic questions will be involved in the examination. (1) What 
percentage of the workers in the industry are workers in "dovetailing" 
employment because of seasonal layoffs elsewhere. (2) What are the 
effects in terms of wages and hours of such dovetailing of jobs by 
workers who suffer seasonal unemployment. (3) What percentage of 
the workers are "temporary entrants," or, secondary workers and how 
many of these would indicate availability for regular work during the 
n 
0 
0 
0 
rest of the year. 
In the study, interviews were obtained with employers at 20 
Vermont major ski areas, at which they were asked for information 
about their employment practices and for other information about the 
industr,y. A questionnaire survey of ski area employees was carried 
out during the winter of 1960-61. 
The ski industr,y in the United Stat-es as a whole has experienced 
an extremely rapid rate of growth since World War II. The growth of 
the ski market has been estimated to be between 8 and 10 percent per 
year. The largest segment of the market is in the Northeast, i.e., 
New England and the Middle Atlantic States. This market is largely 
served by ski areas in New York and New England. 
The :Vermont ski industr.r has groim more rapidly than those in 
other states. More major ski areas are located in this state than 
in any other Eastern state anc\ probably, in any other state in the 
country. Due to favorable terrain (and closeness to the New York-
New Jersey market area) these areas of£er better facilities than the 
facilities in other states. 
Vermont areas account for more than 50 percent of all income 
estimated to be earned by the ski resort industr,y in New England. 
Employment in the industry has expanded from about 250 in 
1947-1948 to over 1200 (estimated) for the 1960-1961 season. Mana-
gers of Vermont areas have stated that no particular difficulties 
have arisen in finding employees for the increasing number of jobs. 
The employment structure in Vermont contains elements which 
tend to produce a substantial amount of seasonal unemployment during 
the winter months. Estimates based on Bureau of the Census data for 
X2 
agricultural employment in Vermont (including fann operators), com-
bined with other data compiled by Ducoff i~dicate substantial amounts 
of seasonal unemployment and consequent efforts toward dovetailing by 
agricultural workers in the state. 
Contract Construction also accounts for a significant amount of 
the total of non-agricultural unemployment in Vermont. Data for 1958 
to 1960 demonstrate that this categor,y accounts for from 38 percent 
to 7 percent of the seasonal deviations from month~ ~verages of non-
agricultural employment in the winter months. 
Trade employment, while cyclicallY influenced also tends tq pro-
duee some seasonally unemployed workers. 
It is estimated that the total volume of se.asonally "laid-off" 
workers in Vermont during the winter months amounts to over 11 thousand. 
Since the total volume of unemployment during the winter of 1959-60, 
when cyclical influences were at their minimum, was considerab~ less 
than thi~ amount theve would appear to be a substantial amount of dove-
tailing by those workers af£ected by seasonal factors. Also, it appears 
probable that a substantial number of the seasonal~ unemployed are 
assumed, by census enumerators to withdraw from the labor force. 
The survey of employees in the ski industr,y in Vermont in 19p0-1961 
indicated that three-fifths of !!! winter employees and over two-thirds 
of ~-~ winter employees were workers who were in the p~imar,y labor 
force working at other full-time jobs during the rest of the year. There 
were seventeen part-time winter workers who indicated that they wo~~ed 
full-time at other occupations during the rest of the year. These would 
appear to have been available for full-time work but were not able to 
obtain it. 
X3 
The results of the study indicate that the majority of those 
employed in the Vermont ski industr,r during the winter months are 
drawn from the seasonally unemployed. These workers are usually 
motivated by their exclusion from coverage by the unemployment 
compensation program and the consequent loss of income that results 
from seasonal layoffs. 
The cost of seasonal unemployment is not entirely eliminated by 
mou.ement of such workers into dovetailing jobs. Their wages in ski 
area employment are significantly lower (by ~bout 65 cents per hour 
for men and 54 cents per hour for women, on the average) than in their 
. 
regular jobs. The weekly hours of work, also, are much longer for 
both men and women (by 9 and 11 hours per week, average, respectively). 
Secondary workers drawn into the labor force by the short-run 
demand represent a minority of all winter workers. But about one-half 
of these indicated a willingness to work regularly during the periods 
of the year if work were available in or near their communities • 
• A comparison of the personal characteristics of the two groups, 
one indicating availabilit,r for regular employment and the other not 
. 
so indicating, showed that the sex of the worker would appear to be 
an important factor with respect to availability. 
A majority of those willing to work regularly if jobs were avail-
able were females; thus, the hypothesis that a significant portion 
secondary workers available for regular employment is made up of women 
would appear to receive some support. 
The survey also showed some commuting patterns for rural area 
workers. The medium range of commuting distance for ski area workers 
is between 6 and 10 miles daily. Some workers travel a considerably 
~ greater distance; a few (3) drive from 41-45 miles to work dai~. 
